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Abstract. Practical action research--an iterative and inquiry-based sequence of study--can help guide
collaboration in university-school partnerships, in this case, towards the integration of garden-based
learning with core disciplines in the elementary curriculum. The study focuses on grade 3
mathematics instruction about measurement and data, the integration of science standards such as
structure and function, and math-science practices of attending to precision, modeling, conducting
investigations, and interpreting data. Students collect, graph, and make meaning of data as well as
solve a problem related to buoyancy of garden produce. Student performance revealed that the
majority of students achieved mastery at the distinguished level in producing scaled graphs; and that
considerable scaffolding is necessary for students to adequately attend to precision. A field-tested
learning cycle is provided, which can be adapted by elementary teachers for classroom instruction
and by teacher educators to model for preservice teachers mathematics-science integration that
incorporates school gardening.
Keywords: Data, investigation, action research, integration, school garden, elementary, schooluniversity partnerships.

1

Introduction

Gardening as a part of the school curriculum is increasing in the United States (Blair, 2009) and
worldwide (Muehlhoff and Boutrif, 2010). A review of the research literature by Williams and Dixon
(2013) and controlled research by Wells et al. (2015) suggests that school gardening/garden-based
learning (GBL) has promise for academic achievement in science and math and in science, respectively.
Additionally, GBL responds to calls to increase physical activity and exposure to nature as part of the
school day (Rye, O’Hara-Tompkins, Eck, and Neal, 2008; Louve, 2005).
GBL is related most to science, and it presents an ideal context for integrating mathematics and
science at the elementary level. Through our university-school partnership, science and mathematics
teacher educators have been collaborating with elementary preservice and inservice teachers since year
2011 to develop a model GBL program in one of the partnership’s professional development schools
(Westgate Elementary), with the long-term goal of transferring this model to other schools. We have
participated in grade-level structured teacher planning and partnered with teachers in providing
instruction and writing grant proposals to build our garden infrastructure, which now includes 35
outdoor raised beds, a high tunnel, pollinator and pumpkin patches, composting facility, in-classroom
labs and project-based curricula.
Given the dearth of practitioner articles that feature strategies for teaching mathematics through
GBL, we recently have focused more of our efforts on mathematics learning. Common Core State
Standards in Mathematics (CCSSM) content that we have found especially suited to GBL include
number and operations (e.g., fraction of seeds that germinate), geometry (e.g., shapes of garden beds),
and measurement and data, the latter of which is the focus of this article (Common Core State
Standards Initiative, CCSSI, 2010). Herein, we describe the enactment of a learning cycle entitled “A
Fruity Investigation” (Figure 1) in a grades 3-4 mathematics class in which students collect, graph and
make meaning of data as well as solve a problem, all related to the buoyancy of garden produce.
Mathematics learning focuses on the content domain of measurement and data (Common Core State
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Standard
ds Initiative [CCSSI], 2010),
2
and the integratted science content inclludes interacctions in
ecosystem
ms and struccture and fun
nction (Next Generation Science Stan
ndards [NGSSS] Lead Statees, 2013).
Studentss engage in the mathem
matics and science disciplinary practices of atttending to precision,
p
modelingg with math
hematics, pla
anning and cconducting in
nvestigations, and analyzzing and intterpreting
data (CC
CSSI, 2010; NGSS
N
Lead States,
S
2013) . At the concclusion of thiis article, we provide an outline
o
of
the prep
paration and basic
b
steps fo
or conductingg each phase of this learning cycle, whhich emerged from our
practicall action reseearch (Fraen
nkel, Wallen
n, and Hyun
n, 2015). Th
his learning cycle has utility
u
for
elementaary teachers and
a teacher educators,
e
th
he latter of whom can use it to model aand engage preservice
p
teachers in math-scieence integrateed instruction
n and GBL.
The in
nstruction deescribed by this
t
article aalso respondss to Principlees to Action (National Council
C
of
Teachingg Mathematiics [NCTM], 2014), whicch states tha
at an excellen
nt mathemattics program
m includes
“an effecctive curricullum [that] in
ncorporates p
problems in contexts
c
from
m everyday liife and otherr subjects
wheneveer possible” (p. 4). Food is centrall to everyda
ay life; math
hematics insstruction is ideal for
incorporating sciencee and in a manner
m
that sstimulates in
nquiry, researrch and grapphing. The sttudy that
follows eemerged from
m prolonged engagement between an elementary teacher and university faculty
f
to
integratee garden-baseed learning applications w
with the core curriculum.

2

Pu
urpose

Mathem
matics is a higher
h
prioritty than scieence in the elementary curriculum. In order to increase
adoption
n of GBL by
y teachers, in
nstruction neeeds to be more
m
tightly linked
l
to graade-level matthematics
standard
ds. This research sought to extend th
he scope of mathematics
m
instruction appropriate for GBL
and furtther highligh
ht mathematics-science in
ntegration in
n authentic contexts.
c
Wee aimed to adapt an
existing science learn
ning cycle—used in a meth
hods course for
f preservicee teachers—too focus on elementary
level maathematics sttandards abo
out measureement and data,
d
the datta being gennerated from
m produce
grown in
n school gard
dens such as the garden aat Westgate Elementary. We wanted to learn how
w best to
incorporate grade 3 level instructtion on grap hing while also
a
reinforcin
ng science coontent approp
priate for
the laterr elementary
y grades, all in the conteext of GBL. The field-teested learninng cycle thatt resulted
could th
hen be used by a wider audience
a
of eelementary teachers
t
and also could sserve as an authentic
a
model, ffor elementaary preservice teachers, of a mathem
matics-sciencce integratedd learning cy
ycle that
incorporated dimensiions of schooll gardening.

Figure 1
1. Phases of an
nd questions to
o drive the learrning cycle, A Fruity Investigation. Designn of learning cycle
c
based
on the 5E
E Biological Scciences Curricu
ulum Study (B
BSCS, 2016).
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M
Methods

Our stud
dy is best lab
beled as pracctical action research (Fra
aenkel, Walleen, and Hyunn, 2015) and
d followed
an iterattive and inq
quiry-based sequence
s
of ““plan-implem
ment-reflect.” Here, the ssecond autho
or of this
paper—aa university science educcator—partneered with a grades 3-4 classroom
c
teeacher (Mrs. Rigg) of
mathemaatics. The teaacher was the primary insstructor, and
d instruction included som
me team teach
hing with
the scien
nce educator. Each partneer scribed fieeld notes of what
w
transpirred during innstruction, wh
hich were
subsequeently revieweed and utilizzed in face-tto-face meetings and em
mail correspoondence to plan
p
each
subsequeent learning cycle phasse (engage, explore, exp
plain, elaborrate, with eevaluation embedded
e
throughoout). The firsst “round” off this action research sequ
uence took place during SSpring, 2015, with the
goal to align the leaarning cycle with grade 4 science sttandards and
d field-test thhe instructio
on during
several cclass periods.. This first ro
ound reaffirm
med to the partners the strong
s
potenttial that thiss learning
cycle had
d for mathem
matics instrucction as well as the degree it could be related to ouur school garrden. The
second rround occurrred during Fall, 2015, where the partnership
p
focused on mathematicss content
appropriiate for grade 3 students enrolled in an advanced
d (grades 3-4
4) math courrse, the integ
gration of
science w
with that mathematics,
m
and the exp
plicit ties to
o our school garden. Bellow, we describe the
enactment of instrucction—the im
mplementatioon portion of
o our action
n research seequence—durring Fall,
2015. Th
he enactmentt spanned approximately seven class periods
p
over a 3-week tim
meframe. Plan
nning and
reflection
n were interw
woven betweeen each imp
plementation phase, occurrring more thhan once in instances
where th
he phase requ
uired more th
han one class period to complete.

4

En
nactment of Instru
uction

4.1

En
ngagement Phase: Wh
hat’s Fruity about Veg
getables?

Mrs. Riggg initiates the
t learning cycle with h
her third gra
ade students by visiting the school garden
g
to
observe what is out there and co
ollect some p
produce to study (Figure 2). One studdent quips: “Why
“
are
we goingg to the garrden, Mrs. Rigg,
R
this is advanced math
m
class?” Mrs. Rigg eexplains that we use
mathemaatics to be successful in
n gardening (e.g., measurrement for depth
d
of plannting and sp
pacing of
plants). Mathematicss also can hellp to quantify
fy the degree of success. While
W
in the ggarden, studeents see a
variety ((shapes, colorrs) of tomato
oes and they spot a half-eeaten waterm
melon that revveals many seeeds. Mrs.
Rigg chaallenges stud
dents to thin
nk about how
w we know what
w
is a fru
uit and whatt is a vegeta
able. The
studentss head back to
t the classro
oom with a p
pumpkin, wa
atermelon, tomatoes and more and display the
harvest (Figure 3). Mrs.
M Rigg ask
ks students ffor more obseervations, wh
hich include geometric sh
hapes and
dimensioons of the prooduce such as
a spheres (e. g., melon and pumpkin) and sphericaal pyramids (e.g., pear
tomatoess). The disp
play also presents an opp
portunity forr estimation and measurrement. For example,
studentss can estimatte the mass in grams off a pepper, weigh
w
the peepper, and ssolve related one-step
problemss, such as dettermining the mass of fivee peppers.

Fig
gure 2. Studen
nts harvesting cherry tomatooes from their school garden to explore in our learning cycle.
c
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Figure 3.
3 Produce harrvested during
g our trip to th
he garden.

Mrs. R
Rigg asks stu
udents to retu
urn to their t houghts abou
ut what makes somethingg a fruit as op
pposed to
a vegetaable. She cutts open som
me tomatoes and beans. Discussion concludes
c
witth the fact that any
produce containing seeds
s
is a fruit. Mrs. Riggg continues: “What is thee purpose of the flesh surrrounding
the seedss?” Class discussion bring
gs in the conccepts of structure and fun
nction and eccosystem inteeractions,
includingg: the flesh protects
p
the seeds; the sw
weetness of the
t flesh attrracts animalss; the animalls eat the
fruit and
d excrete thee seeds elsew
where, therebyy starting th
he next generration. The eengagement concludes
c
by askin
ng “How are fruits
f
like us??” After stud
dents volunteeer informatio
on about watter content and aging,
Mrs. Riggg introducess another sim
milarity, which
h provides a bridge to thee explorationn phase of thee learning
cycle: “F
Fruits and humans can sink
s
or float in water. What
W
might help
h
somethiing float?” Discussion
D
ensues about air.
4.2

xploration Phase:
P
Fruiits Take a D
Dunk
Ex

Mrs. Riggg employs a derivation of the “pred
dict-observe-eexplain” strattegy (White and Gunsto
one, 1992;
Major, 22006) to struccture this phase of the leaarning. Studeents generatee and record data by explloring the
behaviorr of three diffferent fruits—
—a green beaan, pear tom
mato, and red grape—wheen immersed in water.
Workingg in partnersh
hips, each of the 27 studeents has a ch
hart on which
h they are too make and record the
predictioon for both members,
m
sha
are reasons ffor the prediictions, and observe
o
and record what happens
(sink or float) when each fruit is immersed in
n water. All predictions from
f
all parttnerships are recorded
on the b
board (see Figgure 4).

Figure 4
4. Predictionss and observa
ations from e ach student (N
( = 27) in all partnershhips. Partnersh
hip 6 was
comprised
d of 3 studentss due to the un
neven number of students in
n the class.
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In arriving at the class totals for
f prediction
ns as well as making sensse of all dataa collected th
hroughout
this learrning experien
nce, Mrs. Rigg employs ffour of the Principles
P
to Action teachhing practicees: posing
purposefful questions, promoting reasoning an
nd problem solving,
s
facilitating meanningful discou
urse, and
using an
nd connectin
ng mathema
atical represeentations (N
NCTM 2014)). As regardds posing purposeful
p
question
ns that also promote
p
reaso
oning and prroblem solvin
ng, Mrs. Rigg
g probes studdents’ thinkiing about
how they
y can use th
he sum of onee column to determine th
he total for another:
a
“If 221 students predicted
that the pear tomatoo will float, how
h
many prredicted it wiill sink—with
hout adding tthe tally marrks in the
“Sink” ccolumn? How
w did you determine yourr answer?” As
A students set
s about tessting their prredictions
(Figure 5) through immersing fru
uits in waterr, the majoritty discover that
t
their obbservations diiffer from
their preedictions (e.gg., for the grape,
g
all 277 students ob
bserved “S” [sink] yet 118 had prediicted “F”
[float]—ssee Figure 4).

Figure 5. Students testing
t
their prredictions abou
ut fruits floatin
ng or sinking iin water.

4.3

Ex
xplanation Phase:
P
Dige
esting the F
Fruity Data
a

Mrs. Riggg begins th
he explanatio
on phase byy focusing sttudents on their
t
fruity data (Figuree 4) and
facilitating meaningfu
ful discourse: “Come up w
with one matth statement that uses anny of the datta on the
n the data.” Li
L shares: “Foor the green bean, 18 subtract 9 equalls 9 so 9 floatted.” Mrs.
chart to help explain
d float, butt explains th at we need to
t change the sentence too state a corrrect way
Rigg agrrees that 9 did
(attend tto precision; CCSSI 2010) to determin
ne that 9 floated. She ask
ks students tto determine the total
number of prediction
ns that were made for th
he green bea
an (9 + 18 = 27) and sttates that wee need to
nt to 27 subttract 18 equ
uals 9. Otherr students vo
olunteer stateements that compare
change tthe statemen
predictioons to observ
vations: “Thee majority off the class said the bean was
w going too sink but it appeared
to float.””
Mrs. R
Rigg asks: “W
What is an easier way to look at our data [Figuree 4]?” Probinng and showiing graph
paper dooes not resu
ult in the deesired respon
nse (“a graph
h”), which students
s
shouuld have lea
arned the
previous year. Mrs. Rigg
R
states “graphs,”
“
and
d a student volunteers
v
th
hat a bar graaph would alllow us to
M
Rigg exp
plains that w
we use a barr graph when
n we want tto compare groups
g
or
comparee numbers. Mrs.
categoriees, with the names
n
of the categories pllaced on the x-axis and numbers
n
placeed on the y-a
axis. Mrs.
Rigg enggages studen
nts in constructing a barr graph (sing
gle unit) of the data, w
which also ta
argets the
CCSSM practices off attending to
t precision and modelin
ng with matthematics. T
The single un
nit graph
nd scaffoldin
ng for making
g a scaled grraph to meett grade 3
served aas a refresherr of grade 2 standards an
standard
ds. Through totaling
t
the number
n
of prredictions or observationss for any fruit
it (Figure 4), students
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determin
ne that 27 would
w
be the greatest num
mber on the y-axis and number it acccordingly. Mrs.
M Rigg
observes that some sttudents are not
n attendingg to precision
n: They do no
ot place the yy-axis numbeers on the
horizontal lines. Disccussion ensues about why this matters.
h
many ba
ars will go on
n the x-axis, Mrs. Rigg en
ngages studeents in operattions and
For deetermining how
algebraicc thinking (C
CCSSI 2010).. For each off the 3 categ
gories (types of fruit), we have two prredictions
(sink or float) and tw
wo observatio
ons (sink or float): 3 (typ
pes of fruit) x 4 (2 predicction possibillities + 2
observattion possibilitties per fruit)) = 12 bars. Mrs. Rigg illlustrates thee four bars foor the green bean and
makes a key for the labels;
l
studen
nts do the sam
me on their graph
g
paper (Figure 6).

Figure 6
6. A student’s unscaled bar graph accurateely representin
ng the fruity data.
d
(The GB prediction float bar is a
dark red because the sttudent initially
y used the wroong color, then corrected it.)

Mrs. R
Rigg challengges: “What would
w
make tthis graph ea
asier to read?” Eventuallly, a student suggests
using different colors for each bar,
b
and agreeement is reeached on th
he colors (e.gg., red for Prediction
P
PF).
Mrs.
Ri
igg
announce
es
that
one
st
tudent
is
als
so
color
codin
ng
her
key
to
o
match
the
Float—P
colors of
the barss. Mrs. Rigg continues to
o provide scaaffolding as students con
nstruct the ppear tomato category,
then tellls students too construct th
he grape cateegory on their own. Assessment revealls that the majority of
studentss completed the graph accurately
a
(F
Figure 6); sev
veral did no
ot attend addequately to precision
because they left off the key or beecause their ““observation sink” bar forr the grape exxtended only
y to 26.
4.4

P
Scaliing the Fru
uity Data
Ellaboration Phase:

Here, stu
udents apply what they know
k
from th
he single unit graph (Figu
ure 6) to prodduce a scaled
d graph of
the datta, which responds
r
to the matheematics teacching practice of connnecting math
hematical
representations (NCT
TM, 2014). Mrs.
M Rigg shoows students a blank grap
ph with only 25 lines on the
t y-axis
t biggest number
n
in ou
ur data that is shown on the y-axis inn the graphs that you
and askss: “What is the
just prod
duced [Figure 6]?” “How would you ffit that data
a onto this neew graph?” O
One student responds
“count b
by twos.” Mrs. Rigg asks: “Could we aalso count by
y fives and tens?” She illuustrates that using too
large of a number maakes it difficu
ult to determ
mine precisely
y how high to
o draw the baar or the num
mber that
ple, if one vertical
v
unit equals 10, tthen the pea
ar tomato
the bar is supposed to illustratee. For examp
y of 6 for Pred
diction Sink (PS) would b
be squashed into just a po
ortion of onlyy one unit. Through
T
a
quantity
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comparisson with stud
dents’ origina
al graphs, Mrrs. Rigg illustrates how th
he height of the bars is shorter on
a scaled graph (compared to an unscaled graaph) in which 1 vertical unit equals 2 of a quanttity. Mrs.
ph of the greeen bean data, asking stuudents wheree to draw
Rigg leaads the class to produce a scaled grap
the line for the top of
o the bars th
hat illustratee data points for Predictio
on Float (PF
F, 9) and Ob
bservation
OF, 27): “Haalf-way” rema
ark students (They get it!). Students finish the sscaled graphss of these
Float (O
three fru
uits (bean, peear tomato, red
r grape), th
hen generate additional sink or float ddata (Figure 7) about
green graapes, pea pod
ds, and peas to use in exxpanding theiir scaled grap
phs (Figure 88). Assessmen
nt reveals
that graaphing is “an area of strength” (beyon
nd mastery) for the majo
ority (17/26) of students;; 4 of the
ng were “on track”
t
(masteery) and 5 neeeded improv
vement, especcially in attennding to preccision.
remainin

Figure 7
7. Combined predictions
p
(P) and observaations (O) of 26
2 students ass to whether ggreen grapes (GG), peas
(p), and p
pea pods (P. Pod)
P
will sink (S) or float (F
F) in water.

Figure 8
8. Student’s graph
g
assessed
d as “area of strength” on predictions an
nd observationns of fruits sinking and
floating in
n water. (Only
y 26 students were
w
present foor green grapee, pea, and pea
a pod.)
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The coompleted graaphs provide a mathemattical represen
ntation to con
ntinue addresssing the sta
andard by
engagingg students in
n solving on
ne- and twoo-step problems (e.g., forr the green grapes, wha
at is the
differencce between th
he number th
hat were pred
nk and observ
ved to sink? [27-9=18]; co
omparing
dicted to sin
the pea and pea pod
d data, for which
w
is the difference the
t smallest between thee observation
n and the
n? [pea: 26-17
7=9; pea pod
d: 26-9=17; co
omparison reeveals smallesst difference for
f pea]).
“accuratte” prediction
The elaboration phase continu
ues by engagiing students in additiona
al research aand scaling of
o graphs,
y also have fun solving a problem aabout how to make sink
king fruits flooat (Figure 9). Class
and they
discussioon about whaat makes fruit float or sin
nk evidences middle scho
ool level sciennce understandings in
some stu
udents, such as the conceept of densit y. Slicing op
pen fruits rev
veals that thee air contain
ned inside
some (e..g., a bean pod,
p
core of apple)
a
was oone reason to
o explain floa
ating. Discusssion about the
t grape
resulted in lots of taalk about watter and inclu
uded that theere was no air.
a It took coonsiderable discussion
d
mpting (e.g., a grape tasttes sweet) foor them to su
uggest that the grape conntains sugar. Students
and prom
then weere asked, “W
What is first observed w
when sugar is poured in
nto a containner of waterr?” They
remarked
d that the water
w
gets clo
oudy and th
he sugar sink
ks to the bottom. To maake a grape float,
f
one
student suggests cuttting a hole in it, anotherr says to blow bubbles under it, and a third stud
dent talks
utting it in juice.
j
Discusssion about w
what’s in juicce reveals “su
ugar,” so thee class decidees to give
about pu
that a trry. Our reseaarch question eventually b
becomes: What is the min
nimum amounnt of sugar to
o dissolve
in 90 milliliters (3 flu
uid ounces) of water to maake the fruit float?

Figure 9. Pea
P becomes buoyant
b
in 90 m
mL of water affter dissolving 5 level teaspooons of sugar.

Studen
nts measure the sugar in teaspoons (tssp) and test a red grape, green grape, and pea (tecchnically,
a seed ffrom the “pea pod” fruiit). Mrs. Riggg stresses that
t
in ordeer to comparre our findin
ngs, each
partnership must folllow the samee procedures: tsp must bee level full; ob
bservations ar
are recorded only
o
after
ved. Yet, shee still observves some stu
udents are not being preecise in adjusting the
all sugarr has dissolv
quantity
y of sugar too a level tsp and are recoording an ob
bservation beefore dissolvinng all the su
ugar. She
reiteratees the importaance of follow
wing the sam
me proceduress and observees improvemeents.
After adding and dissolving
d
a few
f tsp of suggar to test th
he red grape,, one studentt exclaims, “L
Look, the
udents revealled the scien
nce terms of mixture and
d solution
water level is going up!” Discusssion with stu
and thatt the sugar is still there even thouggh we cannott see it. Thee start to ennd difference in liquid
volume provides anoother learnin
ng opportuniity in data and measurrement: to ssolve a prob
blem that
requires measuring liquid volume (CCSSI, 20110).
hips finish colllecting data,, each partneership pools data
d
with all other partneerships to
After all partnersh
nd pea; Figurre 10) that ilillustrate the variance
construcct three scaleed graphs (grreen grape, rred grape, an
across paartners in tsp
p of sugar needed to makee each fruit float.
f
For con
nstructing thhese graphs, Mrs.
M Rigg
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shows sttudents how to
t scale in a different direection: Each vertical unitt represents ½ as opposed
d to twice
the quan
ntity of the entity for which the y-ax
axis is labeled
d (tsp sugar)). One studeent observes that this
method of scaling “m
makes the ba
ar go higher”” and anotheer states that “it makes it easier to read.” In
ng all three graphs, a student sharees, “Looks liike the peas needed lesss sugar” and
d another
examinin
observes “there is on
ne [bar] thatt is higher fo
for the peas but the average would bbe lower.” Mrs.
M Rigg
a average?”” Jollie: “It’ s what you would usua
ally get.” M
Mrs. Riggs ta
akes this
queries: “What is an
nity to begin developing statistical
s
liteeracy (Frank
klin et al., 200
07) in studennts through operations
o
opportun
and algeebraic thinkin
ng by calcula
ating the aveerages of all quantities sh
hown in eachh of the threee graphs
and intrroducing the term “mean
n.” Studentss also identiffy the smalleest (minimum
m [min]) an
nd largest
(maximu
um [max]) qu
uantities in ea
ach graph (F
Figure 11).

Figure 1
10. Scaled grap
phs of quantity (level tsp) oof sugar each partnership
p
(N = 13) added tto 90 mL wateer to make
a red grap
pe (left), green
n grape (middlle) and pea (riight) float.

Figure 1
11. Descriptivee statistics (min, mean, maxx) for tsp of su
ugar the 13 parrtnerships addded to 90 mL of
o water to
make a reed grape (top), green grade (middle) and ppea (bottom) float.
f

5

Discussion and Conc
clusions

Our pracctical action research of a “plan-impllement-reflectt” iterative process
p
(Fraeenkel et al., 2015)
2
has
contribu
uted meaninggfully to the scope of maathematical applications
a
for GBL thrrough the ad
daptation,
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field-testing and refinement of “A Fruity Investigation” learning cycle (Figure 12). Whereas the focus of
this particular research was on mathematics and science instruction, the process in which we engaged is
applicable to any discipline and benefits multiple stakeholders--in-service and pre-service teachers,
university methods instructors, and k-12 students--in a school university partnership.
Our assessment of students’ ability to produce scaled graphs (the grade 3 standard) reveals that over
80 percent of students mastered this skill and most (62%) at the “area of strength” (beyond mastery)
level. Implicit in this performance is the success students’ also achieved in the science practices of using
mathematics and analyzing and interpreting data. This learning cycle experience was the first time that
students in this math class were expected to create scaled graphs. One reason to explain why so many
students performed beyond mastery may be that they generated the data—they “owned” it— as
opposed to just being given a data set to graph. This speculation might be empirically tested, and
findings used to justify—or not—the additional classroom time it takes for inquiry-based learning that
includes experimental investigations.
Our findings from informal assessment during instruction suggest that grade 3 students need
considerable scaffolding in the mathematics practice of “attending to precision,” which also is embedded
in the science practices of “planning and conducting an investigation” and “obtaining, evaluating and
communicating information.” Lacking precision in measurement, the results obtained from an
investigation are not valid; and a lack of precision in data representation conveys results that are
difficult to understand or inaccurate. We recommend to teachers that they think ahead to envision
where students may have trouble attending to precision, discuss why precision is important, and be
explicit in demonstrating in advance and modeling what it means to be precise. Our informal assessment
also suggests that, despite the inclusion of graphing in the grade 2 curriculum, students may enter grade
3 without an understanding of the utility of graphs as a mathematical representation of data.
“Look, the water level is going up!” This student’s comment during the elaboration phase of our
learning cycle revealed the value of encouraging students to make and share observations, which can be
leveraged by the teacher in planning further instruction within and beyond grade level. A strength of
the learning cycle format is that observations and findings from the elaboration phase of one learning
cycle can lead to questions to investigate in another learning cycle (see Figure 1). For example, a followup learning cycle could engage grade 3 students in number and operation in base 10 (CCSSI, 2010), such
as adding and subtracting milliliter measurements up to 1 liter (1000 mL). Additionally, our action
research led to the use by all Westgate Elementary grade 5 teachers of an adapted version of this
learning cycle that targeted grade 5 science content about matter and its interactions (5-PS1; NGSS
Lead States, 2013) as well as mathematics content, such as converting milliliters (mL) to liters (L) (e.g.,
120 mL = .12 L). A visiting group of school district principals observed the instruction provided by the
grade 5 teachers for the purpose of witnessing how GBL can be integrated with the core curriculum.
Further, one of our preservice teachers who was substantially engaged in GBL and completing her
internship at Westgate presented our work at a national conference (Stone and Rye, 2017).
The elaboration phase of this learning cycle during which students added sugar to water also presents
considerable opportunity for mathematics learning in the area of fractions. Pertaining to fractions,
students could measure the sugar in fractions of a teaspoon as opposed to using exclusively 1 (or
“whole”) teaspoon measures. This could lead to the calculation of common denominators (generating
equivalent factions) and creating and operating on mixed numbers. It also would enable students to
determine more accurately the amount of sugar that is needed to dissolve in water to make the fruit
(e.g., grape) buoyant. Additional guidance for quantifying the amount of sugar as well as the resulting
volume increases in the sugar solution and relating this to the concepts of density and buoyancy is
provided by Rye (1997), which informed various aspects of this learning cycle.
The elaboration phase also reveals the potential to develop statistical literacy in students, which
authorities (Franklin et al., 2007) recommend initiating at the elementary level. Mean, minimum,
maximum, and range are not set forth as descriptive statistics terms in the elementary level CCSSM.
However, the calculation of each can easily be a part of the operations and algebraic thinking content
domain (CCSSI, 2010) as evidenced by our dialogue above with Jollie (“but the average would be
lower”). Additionally, these are operational terms for the science practices of planning and conducting
investigations that are experimental in nature (such as our fruity investigation) as well as analyzing and
interpreting data. GBL is abundant in opportunities for conducting authentic experimental
investigations at the elementary level. Our findings here reaffirm our previous experiences and
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recommendations (Selmer, Rye, Malone, Trebino, and Fernandez, 2014) that GBL should be leveraged
to develop statistical literacy as a part of learning mathematics and doing science.
In summary, this article illustrates one way to further students’ understandings about science while
teaching mathematics and capitalizing on the current thrust in school gardening (e.g., Wells et al., 2015).
This article contributes to the education practitioner literature by describing a novel means through
which elementary teachers can integrate science with mathematics in the context of GBL. Additionally,
this learning cycle can be utilized by mathematics and science teacher educators in methods courses in
which preservice teachers experience it as learners and are asked to reflect on and analyze it in the role
of prospective teacher. Specifically, preservice teachers can discuss what makes this an authentic
learning context in both math and science and be asked how they could design learning experiences that
engage students meaningfully in disciplinary practices and support learning around disciplinary concepts
in both math and science. This article sets forth one example of the benefits that can be derived from
collaborations between university methods instructors and elementary teachers, and accordingly,
strengthens the rationale for practical action research in school-university partnerships.
“A Fruity Investigation” Learning Cycle
Engage Phase (1/2 to 1, 75-minute class period)
Materials & Preparation
• You will need assorted produce items—all of which contain seeds: Squash, peppers, tomatoes (regular and
small), beans and peas (in pods), grapes (seedless are acceptable), melon, other produce as available/desired
with seeds. If you do not have a school garden from which to harvest these items or produce variety is very
limited in your garden, obtain these items in advance from grocery store.
• Scale with capacity to mass produce in metric units up to at least 1000 grams.
Procedures
• Lead students on a “fieldtrip” to the school garden to make some observations about “what’s out there” and
to harvest some produce for investigation and learning mathematics. Prompt students to think about how we
know if something is a fruit or if it is a vegetable. If there is no garden to visit at your school, or if you just
want to enrich a discussion beyond what is in your garden, show images from the internet of gardens or a
farmers market (e.g., http://www.nutrition.gov/farmers-markets).
• Return to classroom and display produce. Continue prompting for observations (e.g., What do you notice?
What are similarities and differences?) and sharing thoughts about how we know what is a fruit and what is
a vegetable (then explain any produce item that contains seeds is a fruit).
• Ask students to share estimates in grams of different fruits on display; weigh items and have students solve a
few one-step word problems using the different masses.
• Ask students to think and share their thoughts about how fruits are like us (humans).
• Conclude with one similarity: They can sink or float in water.
Explore Phase (Students work in partnerships)(1, 75-minute class period)
Materials & Preparation
• For each partnership, set up tote tray with: 3 fruits (red grape, small tomato, bean in pod) and a clear plastic
cup (~8 fluid ounce size) filled about ¾ full with tap water.
• Make data collection chart on white/smart board to record, for each fruit, if the fruit sinks or floats (for
format, see Figure 4).
Procedures
• Have each student in each partnership copy the chart from the board and write down their prediction as to
whether each fruit will sink (S) or float (F) in water.
• Record on class chart all predictions from all students.
• Ask students to volunteer math statements about the predictions.
(Figure 12 continued, next page)
(Figure 12 continued from previous page)
• Distribute tote trays. Instruct partnerships to immerse each fruit (bean first, then small tomato, grape) in
water and record observations. Do inside tote tray; no eating fruit!
• Record on class chart all observations.
Explain Phase (2, 75-minute class periods)
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Materials & Preparation
• Completed class data chart from Explore phase
• Graph paper and crayons or colored pencils for each student.
Procedures
• Ask students to volunteer math statements about any of the data on the chart to help us make sense of the
data; engage students in discussion about the statements.
• Ask students if there is an easier way to look at and make sense of the data.
• Discuss what constitutes a bar graph; guide students through making a bar graph (plus legend/key) for one
fruit. Ask students what would make graph easier to read (colors).
• Ask students to graph the other two fruits on their own and turn in for assessment.
Elaborate Phase (3, 75-minute class periods)
Materials & Preparation
• Completed graphs from Explain phase
• Graph paper and crayons or colored pencils for each student.
• For each partnership, tote tray with: a green grape, pea pod, and pea; clear plastic cup filled ¾ with water
(this set-up is used to collect more predict-observe data)
• For each partnership, tote tray with: 3 fruits (above); 1 clear plastic cup containing ½ cup sugar, clear plastic
150 mL beaker with 90 milliliters water; teaspoon (tsp) for measuring sugar; index card for leveling off tsp.;
craft stick for stirring sugar into water (this set-up is used to determine how much sugar is needed to make
each fruit float).
Note: If fractions will be incorporated, a set of teaspoon measures will be needed for each partnership capable
of measuring to the nearest ¼ tsp.
Procedures
Scaling Fruity Data
• Distribute to students the graphs that they made in the Explain phase. Ask students: How do we fit our
fruity data on graph paper that does not have enough vertical units?
• Explain that we can allow each vertical unit to equal more than 1 of a quantity (in this case the quantity is
the number of predictions and observations).
• Guide them through constructing the scaled graph for the green bean data while engaging them in discussion
about how high to draw each of the 4 bars.
• When finished with green bean data, ask students: What problems may arise by scaling to 5 or 10 instead of
2? (Illustrate difficulty in drawing or reading with precision the quantity when the data does not fill a full
unit at top of bar).
• Ask students to scale the pear tomato and red grape data on their own.
• Provide the tote trays with cups of water and green grape, pea pod, and pea. Follow same procedures as in
Engage phase for students (as partners) to collect predict and observe data. Make chart on board that pools
data from all students. Ask each student to expand his/her scaled graph with this data; collect graphs for
assessment.
Making Fruits Float (Students work in partnerships)
• Challenge students by asking “How can we make a fruit float that sinks in water?”
• Lead them to “add sugar” as a possible answer
• Have them estimate (predict) the quantities of sugar in level tsp that they believe, when dissolved in 90 mL
of water (show beaker with this volume), will make each fruit float.
Note: You may use a greater volume of water (e.g., 120mL or 4 fl. oz.), but make sure that the beaker you use
is large enough so it does not overflow when stirring in sugar.
• Demonstrate procedures: obtain 1 slightly rounded tsp of sugar and level it off over container with index
card; add tsp sugar to water, record quantity added; stir until completely dissolved; immerse green grape;
record result (sink or float). Tell students to repeat previous steps (don’t remove grape) until grape floats.
When done with grape, dispose of sugar water (sink) and fruit (trash), rinse and dry beaker, fill with 90 mL
water; repeat previous steps for pea pod and pea. (No tasting; work inside tote tray.)
(Figure 12 continued, next page)
(Figure 12 continued from previous page)
Another Way to Scale (Students work in partnerships)
• Illustrate to students how to produce a scaled graph in which 1 tsp equals 2 vertical units. Ask each
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partnership to add their data (quantity of sugar to make each fruit float) to each of 3 class graphs that you
have posted around the room or on the board.
• Utilize graphs to engage students in making meaning of the findings, such as “Which fruit required the most
sugar to float? (Students should calculate the average for each fruit; tell students we also call this the mean.)
For which fruit did partnerships differ the most on how much sugar it took to make the fruit float? (Students
identify the smallest and largest quantities for each fruit; label these as minimum and maximum).
Figure 12. Basic materials, preparation, and procedures for “A Fruity Investigation” that emerged from this action
research.
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